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				          The Best Artificial Grass on Earth [image: PFAS Free synthetic turf]

				          High Quality, PFAS-Free Turf and Ivy. Incredible Prices. Quick and Easy. 

				          Find The Best Grass For Me
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    Hey, I'm Oliver. Do you have an account with us?
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    Got it. Which would you like?
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                  Artificial Ivy Hedge

                

            

        

    

    
        
        Send me a free sample
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    I'll find the best grass for you in minutes, what's your name?
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    Nice to meet you , 
    what's the address/location you want your turf/ivy?
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     What type of project are you looking for?
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                 Deck, Patio, Roof
Landscape
Pet Turf
Playgrounds
Putting Greens
Sports
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    Is your project residential or commercial?
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    What is the size of your project area?
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    Do you need installation service?
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     When would you like your installation service?
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Tomorrow
Next Day
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One month
1-3 months
6 months or more
Not sure about time
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    Alright! Let's get you a free quote!
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        I agree to receive phone calls and emails regarding my turf inquiry
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        All done! We've sent your info to one of our turf experts, who will reach out to you shortly. 

        Thanks for choosing GST!

        
    



Here are our recommendations based on your inquiry:
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PFAS-Compliant Assurance from Global Syn-Turf
Global Syn-Turf is unwavering in its commitment to the health and safety of our customers and the preservation of the environment. It is with pride that we adhere to our PFAS-Compliant Assurance. PFAS, or Per- and Polyfluoroalkyl Substances, are a collection of synthetic chemicals known for their use in various consumer goods due to their strength and resistance to heat, water, and oil. Aware of the environmental and health concerns posed by PFAS, Global Syn-Turf is dedicated to avoiding the use of these substances in our synthetic turf products. Our pledge is to not only meet but surpass health and safety standards, ensuring our products are free from these detrimental chemicals.


Opting for Global Syn-Turf's PFAS-compliant artificial grass means choosing a product that is safe for family, pets, and the environment. Our assurance is a reflection of our commitment to sustainable and ethical manufacturing, emphasizing the importance of the health of our planet and communities. We are devoted to providing everyone with the opportunity to enjoy beautiful outdoor spaces without risking health and safety. Our PFAS-Compliant Assurance stands as a strong commitment towards a more sustainable and secure future for everyone.
PFAS-free Synthetic Turf



Artificial Grass Engineered to Perform
Global Syn-Turf is the leading synthetic grass manufacturer and supplier in the United States, with warehouse locations in major metropolitan areas across the country. Our warehouses in Northern and Southern California, Florida, Texas, Arizona, and Nevada, among others, proudly fulfill all our client's needs quickly and efficiently. Global Syn-Turf offers same-day shipping on all orders and strives to maintain partnerships built on trust and excellent customer service. Choose from the most extensive collection of turf in the country. We offer synthetic turf for any application, from landscape lawns, golf-putting greens, playgrounds, sports, stadiums, and pet areas to decks, patios, and rooftops. Whether you are a homeowner, a large home improvement store, a landscape company, or a local installer, you can always find the best product to fit your vision and budget.
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Artificial Grass Buying Guide
Embarking on the journey of selecting synthetic grass can be both exciting and daunting. Our comprehensive Artificial Grass Buying Guide is designed to simplify this process, providing you with a clear roadmap through the myriad of choices and considerations. Whether you're aiming to enhance a residential lawn, a commercial space, or a sports facility, understanding the key aspects of synthetic turf is crucial. This guide covers everything from the fundamental characteristics of synthetic grass, such as pile height and face weight, to the more nuanced elements like color palettes and blade shapes. Each step is crafted to help you navigate the options and make informed decisions that align with your specific needs and aesthetic preferences.

The selection process begins with understanding the pile height of the turf, which influences the look and feel of the grass. Next, we delve into the face weight, a critical factor that affects the density and durability of the turf. Moving forward, the guide explores the importance of choosing a multidimensional color palette, essential for achieving a natural and appealing appearance. The final step involves selecting the right type of synthetic blades, which play a pivotal role in the turf's texture, resilience, and overall performance. Our guide not only educates you on these key aspects but also offers practical advice on installation, maintenance, and environmental considerations, ensuring that your synthetic turf choice is not just aesthetically pleasing but also sustainable and functional for years to come.
Turf Buying Guide





Choose Your Project
Global Syn-Turf offers a full range of turf products for any application, project or size you can envision. Residential or commercial landscape lawns, public parks, playgrounds, golf practice putting greens, backyard turf for dogs, turf mats and rugs for roofs, patio, and decks are just a few examples of where and how we can provide exactly what you need.
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4.9 stars based on 1635 customer reviews
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GST Super Natural 80: Luxurious Realism

See all reviews in Superstition Country Subdivision ArizonaThe GST Super Natural 80 elevates outdoor spaces with its unparalleled realism and luxurious texture. Designed to mimic natural grass closely, this turf stands out for its lush appearance and soft feel underfoot. Its durability is impressive, capable of withstanding heavy use while retaining its beauty. Low maintenance is a key feature, allowing you to enjoy a perfect lawn year-round with minimal effort.
Ideal for those seeking a high-end, realistic lawn solution, the GST Super Natural 80 combines aesthetic excellence with practical durability. It's the ultimate choice for a premium, easy-care outdoor living space.
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Transforming Spaces with GST's Hawthorn Dark Hedge Ivy

See all reviews in Walong CaliforniaI recently revamped my outdoor area with GST's Hawthorn Dark Hedge Ivy, and wow, what an upgrade! The dark green hue adds a touch of sophistication and the privacy level it provides is exactly what I was looking for. It looks so realistic, yet it's completely maintenance-free. This hedge ivy has transformed my space into a lush, secluded retreat. Absolutely loving the new vibe it brings!
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Middle School Sports with GST's Trainers Turf 63 White

Just decked out our middle school field with GST's Trainers Turf 63 White, and I've gotta say, it's a hit! The turf's durability is top-notch, perfect for our daily practices. Plus, the white lines are crisp and really stand out, making it easier for the kids to see boundaries and play areas. Maintenance is a breeze, which is a relief. It's definitely elevated our sports program and the students are loving it. Two thumbs up from this coach!
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Your opinion matters - leave a Review  Leave a Review

Thank you. Your Review has been added. Please add photos to your review.
 Add Photos
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Have an account? Login

Submit Review



See all customers reviews
Choose Infill
Infill is the second important decision you make when installing artificial grass outdoor. Take into consideration the average summer temperatures, air humidity, and your specific application. Infill adds stability to the synthetic turf system, protects backing and expands the lifespan of your investment. 




Dry & Hot Climate
Choose infill for dry and hot climate
[image: Swimming Pool dry climate cactus blue sky]

I Have Pets
Choose ideal infill for pet areas.
[image: Dog Pound Artificial Grass for Dogs North Highlands, California]


Organic & Safe
Infill recommendations
[image: Artificial Grass Infill]



Calculate Your Costs
Use our online tools and calculators to estimate the total costs of your project.



[image: Check Your Lawn Size Maps Calculator Online]Instant Lawn Size Checker

[image: Artificial Grass Installation Calculator Materials]Installation Cost Calculator
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Get Inspired
Explore a variety of landscapes, gardens, playgrounds, golf putting greens, patios, rooftops, and decks in our gallery. Gather ideas and inspiration to enhance your own home with these creative and diverse outdoor spaces.
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Expert Advice
Let's talk artificial grass. Q&A with professional installers.


What exactly does "infill" mean when talking about artificial turf?
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2024-04-01T23:39:14+00:00Infill refers to the material placed between the artificial grass blades to provide stability, support, and resilience. Common infill materials include silica sand, crumb rubber, and eco-friendly alternatives like cork or coconut fibers. It helps the turf fibers stand upright, enhances performance, and improves drainage.
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How easy is it to join the GST distributor program?
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2024-04-01T23:35:33+00:00Joining the Global SynTurf distributor program is straightforward. Just reach out with your interest, and GST will guide you through the process, which involves understanding your business goals, completing necessary paperwork, and aligning on expectations. GST supports its distributors with training, marketing materials, and product knowledge to ensure success.

Apr 1



What's the cost of install?
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2024-04-01T23:30:58+00:00The cost of installing Global SynTurf artificial turf can vary widely depending on the size of the area, type of turf selected, and prep work needed. On average, prices can range from $5 to $20 per square foot, including materials and installation. For a more accurate estimate, consider the specifics of your project and consult with a professional.

Apr 1






Installation & Maintenance Guides
Research tips, installation, and maintenance guides to make your project look professional.
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News & Announcements



[image: Global Syn-Turf Training & Certification FREE Car Magnet]Roll Out in Style: Global Syn-Turf's Special Training Event with Free Car Magnets!


[image: Fun events - synthetic turf installation certifications, training in San Diego California]Empowering Excellence: Poway, California's Synthetic Turf Training & Certification Event
Join the Synthetic Turf Revolution at Poway's Premier Training & Certification Event. Gain valuable insights from industry leaders, develop practical skills through hands-on training, and network with professionals in the artificial grass community. Get certified, recognized, and become part of the GST network for ongoing opportunities in this rapidly growing industry.

[image: Global Syn-Turf Bay Area events - free food, training, certification]Shaping the Future: The San Leandro Training & Certification Event
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Largest Turf Inventory in the United States: Global Syn-Turf's Nationwide Reach
Experience the unmatched breadth and reliability of Global Syn-Turf's synthetic turf inventory, the most extensive in the United States. Our expansive national supply chain is a testament to our commitment to providing consistent and timely access to high-quality turf products. With facilities strategically located across the country, we ensure that no matter where you are, our top-tier synthetic grass is within reach. This widespread network is crucial in reducing transit times and shipping costs, making our products not only easily accessible but also cost-effective.


Our vast inventory serves as a backbone for regional turf distributors and contractors, enabling them to confidently undertake large-scale projects with the assurance of uninterrupted supply. At Global Syn-Turf, we understand the unique demands of different projects, which is why we offer tailored services to meet the specific needs of each customer. Whether it's a residential lawn, a commercial landscape, or a recreational area, our team is dedicated to providing expert guidance and support, ensuring every client receives a personalized and fulfilling experience.
Turf Manufacturer USA





Artificial Grass Installers Near Me
Our Global Syn-Turf experienced installers have a contractor's license with them at all times, providing general liability insurance as required where they conduct business. Additionally, they also successfully meet the requirements needed to obtain the Global Syn-Turf designation, making them worthy of your trust.
Find Installer Near You
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Flo-Rite-Thru Technology: Revolutionizing Pet-Friendly Synthetic Turf

Global Syn-Turf's Flo-Rite-Thru Technology marks a significant advancement in the world of pet-friendly synthetic turf. This innovative technology redefines the experience for pet owners, addressing one of the most pressing concerns: easy and efficient cleaning. Flo-Rite-Thru is engineered to allow liquids, including pet urine, to pass through the turf quickly and smoothly. This capability not only simplifies maintenance but also ensures that the turf remains hygienic and odor-free. The design integrates a specialized backing and unique drainage capabilities, making it a superb solution for pet areas, dog parks, and backyards where pets are a central part of family life.


What sets Flo-Rite-Thru apart is its commitment to both functionality and aesthetics. While the primary focus is on efficient drainage and ease of cleaning, the technology does not compromise the lush, green appearance that homeowners seek in artificial turf. The turf maintains its beauty and soft texture, providing a comfortable and attractive space for pets and their owners to enjoy. Additionally, the durability of the turf under frequent use by pets makes it an economical and long-lasting choice. With Flo-Rite-Thru Technology, Global Syn-Turf offers a practical, aesthetically pleasing, and pet-friendly turf option, ensuring that both pets and their owners can enjoy a clean, safe, and beautiful outdoor environment.
Flo-Rite-Thru Technology






Biggest Selection of Synthetic Grass
Artificial turf is our specialty. We manufacture the best-rated turf products in the United States. Our expansive catalog includes the finest selection of landscape grass, putting greens, agility training turf, indoor and outdoor decks, patio mats, and rugs of custom sizes! Choose from more than 75 grass products Global Syn-Turf offers to turn your lawn or golf course into an always green, no-maintenance, safe field made from the highest quality, latest-generation fiber that fits any shape and budget.
Innovative Water-Efficient Products
Global Syn-Turf makes it east to find and install water-efficient lawns and putting greens that can help your wallet and the environment. GST-labeled products are back by independent, third-party testing and certification, and meet EPA's specifications for water efficiency and performance. When you install synthetic lawn on your property, you can expect exceptional performance backed by 15-year's manufacturer's warranty with twenty years life-span expectancy, significant savings on your water bills, and assurance that you are saving water for future generations.
No Maintenance, Chemicals-Free True Green Lawn
Global Syn-Turf synthetic lawns require zero maintenance. Once installed, artificial grass needs no water, trimming, edging, or mowing to stay healthy for years, regardless of climate or weather conditions. Our lawns do not fade under the sun and are unaffected by winds, floods, snow, or heavy traffic. You can enjoy the outdoors and relax knowing your lawn is safe for family, children, and pets. There is no need for dangerous fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides to keep your landscape green and free of pests and insect infestations. Before you resort to unhealthy lawn care solutions, consider Global Syn-Turf your safe and pollution-free standard of the modern landscape. When you decide to Go Green with Global Syn-Turf, there is no crabgrass, dandelion, bare patches, mildew, brown grass, or chemical contamination runoff.

No-More Checklist
	No watering
	No mowing
	No chemicals
	No seeding
	No air pollution
	No allergies
	No wet grass
	No pet urine spots
	No more worries about "getting your grass to grow."
	No neighbor lawn envy... (at least for you!)
	No bugs or bees
	No moles or gophers
	No lawn mowers that won't start
	No lawn mower maintenance
	No lawn mower storage
	No gasoline sitting around.. or worse, not around when you need it! 
	No more unnecessary noise
	No disappointment
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Heat Control with KoolMax Technology: Unwavering Performance in Any Climate

Global Syn-Turf's synthetic turf systems, equipped with KoolMax technology, are engineered to remain stable and retain their beauty regardless of climatic extremes. Whether facing the scorching heat of a Nevada desert, the urban heat island effect in New York City, or the humid subtropical conditions of Florida, these turf systems maintain their shape and color. This resilience is a testament to Global Syn-Turf's commitment to quality and durability. The turf sustains its perfect, natural look through the harsh, snowy winters and sweltering summer months, paralleling the endurance of natural grass in varied environmental conditions. This reliability in any weather condition makes Global Syn-Turf's synthetic turf an ideal choice for landscapes that demand consistency and longevity in appearance and performance.
Overheating? You've got it!





Look & Feel of Natural Grass
Compare us with our competitors, we're confident that our artificial grass can pass the test. We provide high-grade synthetic grass that will make your neighbor think you’ve got a  fresh-mowed lawn all year long. Global Syn-Turf synthetic turf looks just like the real thing and is durable without needing special care. Vibrant green, lime green, field green, emerald, and olive color combinations can surround your home with intricated curly fibers made with brown and green thatching, adding an authentic field look to any landscape. 
Unique Blades Designs
The development and refinement of synthetic grass technology are constantly advancing. Global Syn-Turf has become the leading turf manufacturer in the United States thanks to our cutting-edge research and development, state-of-the-art machinery, innovative solutions, and highly skilled professionals. Our primary goal in enhancing the yarn extrusion process has been to amplify our turf's durability, resilience, and light-reflecting capabilities. We have successfully mastered this technique, resulting in turf that looks remarkably realistic and lasts longer but is also safe, boasts superior drainage, and is designed to withstand all weather conditions with exceptional longevity.
Synthetic Grass Blades


15-YEAR Warranty Coverage. Unmatched!
[image: ]
Global Syn-Turf proudly stands behind the excellence and durability of its products by offering an industry-leading 15-year warranty on all synthetic turf products. This unmatched warranty coverage is a testament to our confidence in the quality and longevity of our turf. We are dedicated to manufacturing only the finest products, designed to endure over twenty years of regular use. Our commitment to quality is evident in every aspect of our turf, from the latest fiber technology and top-grade materials to our innovative installation systems. This comprehensive warranty not only provides our customers with peace of mind but also underscores our dedication to delivering products that meet the highest standards of durability and performance.


Our warranty coverage ensures that whether for commercial or residential landscape applications, our customers receive revolutionary green surfaces that are not only aesthetically pleasing but are also built to last. We understand the importance of long-term investment in landscaping, and our 15-year warranty reflects our commitment to providing sustainable, top-quality solutions. When you choose Global Syn-Turf, you're not just selecting a product; you're choosing a promise of enduring quality and reliability. Our warranty is more than a guarantee; it's our pledge to maintain the beauty and functionality of your green spaces for years to come.

Synthetic Grass Warranty




Installation Options
Installing artificial grass, whether it's your lawn, dog area or backyard golf putting green, can save you a lot of money and time. It is an attractive feature and offers many appealing options and combinations to create luxurious outdoor living space. It may take some planning and consideration to meet your landscaping goals.

You may decide to upgrade your patio or a swimming pool area, turn your natural lawn into drought-tolerant, water-saving recreation spot, add backyard putting green, or exercise training space. Synthetic turf can be a focal point of your landscape or a lovely, maintenance-free addition to existing elements of your hardscape. It helps to naturalize the area, including curves and shapes in a way that all parts of your space transition gracefully into the rest of the landscape.

You can have a beautiful backyard comprised of artificial turf, hardscape, shrubs, trees, and flowers. Turf can be used in shady areas, along walkways and fences, or under stairways where natural grass or flowers cannot survive. The idea is to find two or three materials that are visually creative and compliment your home's interior and exterior.

Like most hardscape elements, synthetic grass requires appropriate site preparation. For example, compacting the base and leveling it to the proper depth for the freeze line in Northern states is important, or your project will be breaking up five years out. So to keep things worry-free, use our Global Syn-Turf Installation Guide to keep your artificial turf lively and green for years to come.


Global Syn-Turf Partnership Program
Becoming our partner connects you and your company to not just a highly respected leading brand, but also a family. A family that qualifies you to receive benefits designed to help grow your business. Whether you are a landscaping company, contractor, architect, or a motivated DIY expert interested in using Global Syn-Turf products for a project, or you simply want to know more about us, and our products, we believe in having open lines of communications with all Global Syn-Turf partners. Contact us today for all technical and general questions.

[image: Become Partner - Global Syn-Turf]




About Global Syn-Turf: Global Syn-Turf, Inc. is a leading manufacturer and wholesaler of high-quality synthetic grass in the United States and Canada. The company offers an extensive selection of products for commercial and residential landscapes, playgrounds, sports athletic fields, municipalities, golf putting greens and pet areas. Global Syn-Turf, Inc. provides innovative, environmentally friendly synthetic turf systems which require little maintenance, no water, pesticides, or fertilizers through multiple company-owned distribution centers across the United States. The state-of-the-art fake grass offers realism, drainage, performance, safety, and durability. Global Syn-Turf is the exclusive partner of San Francisco 49ers.me: select a.slug,b.name,b.state,b.state_abbr,a.metas_title from articles a left join a_cities b on a.geonameid=b.geonameid where a.arts_type=11 and feature_code not in ('ADM1','ADM2') and population>100000 order by rand() limit 40Find Artificial Grass Free Samples and the Certified Installer Near You:
Looking for Free In-Home Estimate or Free samples? Call us today or find a professional, certified installer near you. Imagine how much the look, feel and value of your home or business will improve simply by adding one of our premium-quality artificial grass lawns to your outdoor space. Your custom design and installation is just a phone call away!
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